Awaken Your Inner Wisdom
Michele Lilyanna and Gibsons United Present:

Fall into Winter Celebrating The qualities of Hope, Peace, Joy
and Love through creativity and mindful relaxation. These
classes are about the process of going inward. The product is an
added bonus!

This is a sample of a lit canvas. You can create your own designs or Michele can guide you through one
like this.

The next few months are a time for slowing down, letting go, and to shift our attention inward. A
time to rest our minds on the Hope, Peace, Joy and Love – to focus on our own inner strengths
and truth.
December is such a busy time. By practicing inner stability and balance, we are not only
advancing our own personal wellbeing, but being of service to each other and the greater planet
at the same time.
This is a time to let go of the chattering mind and simple rest in creativity. When you open this
portal, you can you turn towards the abundant wisdom of your heart and body. Your deepest
wisdom lives here.

We invite you to a series of two afternoon classes built around the principles above.

Each class will have a creative project that you can take home as well as a guided deep
relaxation practice. No art experience necessary and you create your piece how you
wish. Michele will guide you.

Class one: Treasure Box
What do you value? What brings you joy? You will create a treasure box and fill it with
symbolic items. This will ground you into the moment and have joy firing in the neural
pathways of your brain over and over again!

Class two: Lit canvas painting.
You can choose your theme or let Michele guide. Each night you light your painting
becomes a prayer and blessing for your family.
Time for loving self-care: 1pm -3:00 or 3:30 depending on when you feel finished
Days: Wednesday December 13th and Wednesday December 20th
Place: Gibsons Market – Upstairs – Look for signs
Cost: $48 per class or both for $92
All materials included.
To register contact: Terriscallon@gmail.com or Michele@awakeningjoyforkids.com
Michele Lilyanna taught in the Canadian public education system for over thirty years. Her
teaching focused on social and emotional learning and artistic expression. She is the coauthor, with James Baraz of Awakening Joy For Kids, awarded the 2016 Nautilus Gold medal.
She is a featured parenting writer for Dr. Rick Hanson on both his website and in his Ten Pillars
of Happiness course. When Michele is not teaching parents, educators, or children, she is
awakening joy on the Sunshine Coast of British Columbia with her partner, Peter, and her two
sons.
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